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ABSTRACT

Three luci have been implicated in the etiology of familial breast cancer;
the URCA I locus on I7q, the p53 gene on 17p, and the androgen receptor
gene on the X chromosome. However, it has been estimated that in ap
proximately 50% of all breast cancer families the predisposing genetic
defect is not linked to any of these three loci. In an attempt to identify
chromosomal regions harboring putative breast cancer genes we per
formed allelotyping in 82 familial breast carcinomas. Polymorphic mark
ers representing 45 different loci were analyzed and the most frequently
involved chromosomal arms were 8p, 16q, 17p, 17q, and 19p.

INTRODUCTION

Breast cancer is a heterogeneous disease with predominantly spo
radic cases. However, pedigree analyses suggest that 10% of the cases
are caused by an autosomal dominant mode of inheritance of breast
cancer predisposition (1). By linkage analyses the BRCAI locus on
17q was identified and shown to be involved only in a subset of
families typically showing early onset breast cancer or a combination
of breast and ovarian cancer (2, 3). Furthermore, the majority of breast
cancer families with more than four affected members are linked to
the BRCAI region, suggesting a high penetrance of this gene (4). A
recent study suggested the existence of a tumor suppressor gene at the
BRCAI locus (5). In a few families with the rare Li-Fraumeni syn

drome (6) associated with an increased risk for different cancers
including mainly early onset breast cancer, sarcomas, brain tumors,
and adrenocortical tumors, the disease was found to segregate with a
mutation in thep5.Ã¬gene on 17p (7, 8). Recently a family in which two
brothers with breast cancer had a constitutional mutation in the an
drogen receptor gene on the X chromosome was also described (9).

If tumor suppressor genes are involved in development of breast
cancer, chromosomal deletions in tumors could indicate the localiza
tion of these genes. Karyotyping of sporadic primary breast carcino
mas has revealed that breakpoints and deletions mainly involve Ip. Iq.
3p, 4p, 6q, 8p, 9p, 1Ip, 1Iq, 13q, 16q, and 17p (10, 11). Some studies
of alÃelelosses in sporadic breast cancers have concentrated on single
chromosomes (12-26) while others have analyzed all chromosomes
by at least one marker (27-29). As in the cytogenetic analysis multiple

chromosomal regions were found to be involved in sporadic breast
carcinomas (Ip, Iq, 3p, 5p, 6q, 7q, 8p, 9q, 13q, 15q, 16q, 17p, 17q,
18q).

In this report we have chosen to study loss of heterozygosity in a
subset of familial breast tumors. Our hypothesis was that LOH3 in

these familial tumors could to a greater extent involve regions likely
to harbor tumor-predisposing genes in the families, and to a less extent

regions harboring genes involved in tumor progression. This hypoth
esis is supported by the finding of LOH in the MENI region at 1Iql3
in more than 60% of MENI-associated parathyroid tumors but in only

25% of sporadic ones (30). Moreover, the index cases are chosen in a
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way that selected for good prognosis, why the LOH observed are more
likely to reflect early events in tumorigenesis. The study involved 82
cases of familial breast carcinomas, which were screened for the
occurrence of alÃelelosses at 45 different loci representing almost all
chromosomal arms.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Clinical Cases. Seventy-nine families with familial cancer, predominantly

breast cancer, were identified through 82 index patients with breast cancer. The
families were selected because it was suggested that breast cancer in the index
case could be a manifestation of an inherited susceptibility. Based on the
number of breast cancer and other cancer diagnoses, the families were divided
in three major types (Table 1). These three types of families were further
divided into six groups depending on whether the average age at diagnosis of
breast cancer in the family was before or after 50 years (Table 1).

Thirty-six families were defined as breast cancer families (Table 1, Br) and

12 families were defined as cancer families (Table 1, C) using the following
criteria: breast cancer family, at least two affected persons in addition to the
index patient on either the mother's or father's side among parents, grandpar

ents, children, sibs. aunts, uncles and cousins; cancer family, at least lour
persons, with any form of cancer, in three generations on the father's or
mother's side, i.e.. the index patient with breast cancer, her parent, and grand

parent or the index patient, her parent, and a child and one additional person
(a sib, aunt, uncle, or another child). The rest of the families are still likely to
have an autosomally dominant inherited disease as suggested by the family
history.

This study was performed with the approval of the local ethics committee.
DNA Analysis. Blood and tumor samples from 82 patients were obtained.

All tumors had been removed surgically prior to radiation or chemotherapy and
fresh specimens were frozen at -70Â°C for periods varying from 6 months to 12

years. Constitutional and tumor genotypes were compared by Southern blotting
for markers detecting restriction fragment length polymorphisms at loci rep
resenting almost all chromosomes (Table 2). The extent of the analysis was
limited by the amount of DNA available from the tumor. The indicated location
of markers was according to Human Gene Mapping II (1941) (31), except
D2S44, D6S44, D6S48, D8S17, D8S26, D12S16, D12S18 (32). D3F15S2
(33), and pBV-15-65 (34). Allelic loss was detected as cither a total absence of

or a reduced signal intensity (>50%) for one of the constitutional alÃelesas
detected by the naked eye and when necessary confirmed by dcnsitometry.
Tumors were analyzed with respect to the amount of normal cells compared to
malignant cell in representative slides from the tumors. These estimates were
coded by an independent pathologist.

RESULTS

LOH was studied in 82 familial breast carcinomas from 79 different
families. Table 1 outlines all tumors and divides the families into
groups according to the number of breast carcinomas and other tumors
and age of onset, before 50 years or after. The 36 breast cancer
families and the 12 cancer families defined using more strict criteria
for families with an autosomally dominant inherited susceptibility are
marked Br and C, respectively. The rest of the families, although not
fulfilling these criteria, are also families with an autosomal dominant
pattern of inherited disease as suggested by the family history (see
also Fig. 1).

Table 2 shows the frequency of alÃelelosses in this subset of
familial breast tumors. Markers at five regions showed more than 20%
alÃelelosses; 8p, 16q, 17p, 17q, and 19p. In addition chromosome 22q
showed 19% alÃelelosses. In order to illustrate the structure of the
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LOH IN FAMILIAL BREAST CANC'tR

Table 1 Ao.v.vof heterozygosity in familial hreast carcinomas

Br/CÂ°BrBrBrBrBrBrBrBrBrBrBrBrBrBrBrCBrBrCCFamily5.015.021052561121130614951517188019102027:12027:2206(1259426283001300230033(X)53(1123014154472929122717392101:12101:2300430103011TVpe1)1)DI)DDDMDDDDDDDDDDD1.I)I)MI)I)D1)DERNodeAgePredominantly

breast cancer in thefamilies+

34+
49+
63+

+55+
32+
39+

44+
395147+

39+
56+

37+
38404944â€¢f

384841+

+41Breast

cancer and other tumors in thefamilie+

49+
+50+
+44+

66+
3953+

47+
+46+

35+
26â€¢f

40Ree

SurChromosomaldeletions*LOH'with

a mean age of onset of breast cancer <50years6596

63
55121210II21010433672llq,

17q,22q4p.
16q, 17q,22q2p,
17p,22q17qIp,

2p. 3p. 14q,22q16q.

19plOqIp,

3p. 17p,17qIq,

7p, 8p, 12q, 13q,14q,15q.
17p. 17q, I9p,21q9q,

17q17q.
19pI7pIq.

3p, 17q0/210/19n

224/184/183/101/176/16(III0/92/201/184/190/180/913/152/232/182/200/203/18v

with a mean age of onset of breast cancer <50years153

5585972

4933Only

one case of breast cancer, other tumors in the families, age (if onset ofbreastCCCBrBrBrBrBrBrBrBrBrBrBrBrBrBrBrBrBr93322568150519951998717110IS4205261273678KWh1100150215111771187618')l22122331239924242590300631

H1830093013I)DDDD1)1)1.DDDL1)LDDDDDLD1)DD+

39+
48+

36+
4836+

30Predominantly

breast cancer in thefamilies+

5856+

42+
60-i-
75+

52+
+726660+

60+
51+
47+

+58+
4974+

+68+
Mhl)59+

2968+

+64+
68+

66551792p,

8p.14qllq16q14q,

16q. 17p, I7q, 19p,21q8p,
16q16q17p,

17q3p,

4p, 5p, 9q. 13q. I7p, I7q,I8qcancer

<50years8p,

16q13q4p,

lip.llq2p.
7q3/221/11180/96/142/202/160043/15(1/128/190/152/231/170/183/25220with

a mean age of onset of breast cancer >50years5

613999888

4671267641

66111062p,

5q, 6q, 8p, 14q. 16q,XIp,

Iq, 16q.21q8p,
17p, 17q. 21q,22q8p,

16q,22qiq17p,

17q16q.
17q13q.

16p.17q2p,

I7p6q,
13q,16q8p,

14q,19p17qIq,

19p,21q2p8/27OK0/264/175/170/180/210/100/63/201/190/140/122/192/273/120/42/173/180/123/191/63/191/9

" Br, breast cancer family: C. cancer family; D, ductal: M, inoliili.u. L, lobular; ER, estrogen receptor +/-; Node, lymph nodes +/-; Age. age of onset, index patient; Ree, years

before recurrence with distant mÃ©tastases:Sur, years of survival; blank, data not available.
h Where LOU was found.
' Number of alÃelelosses/total number of informalive markers.
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LOH IN FAMILIAL BREAST CANCER

Table 1 (ContinuedÂ»

Br/C"BeCCHtHtCCCCFamily455456136176204498666SOS865996124314<J716131686I8W14962118483015TypeDDDDDDDI)1)DDDDDLDDERNode AgeReeBreast

cancer and other tumors in the families with amean+

47+
+ 47244+

47+
57+
71+
79+
58+

+73+
+79+

5413+
42+

+4465+

67+
55Only

one case of breast cancer, other tumor* in thefamilies.+

52456+

63754Surage

ofonset7478121379871381275age

ofonset7147Chromosomal

deletions'*of

breast cancer >50years2p,

lOq, 15q, 16q, 17p, I7q,18qllq.

I6q22q9qUH)2p.

17p.19q4p.
6q. 9q. 12q. 13q, 14q. I5q. 17p. 17q,21q19p3p.

llq.I6q9qof

breast cancer >50yearshq.

Ihq,I7pIp,

2p, 9q, 16q,22qIhqLOHr0/178/250/21(I

14-2m0/161,151/160/190/181/174/1611/171/173/221/213/150/176/151/19

families analyzed, Fig. 1 shows the pedigrees for all families with
LOH at any of the 5 regions most frequently involved.

The losses at 8p were mainly detected with the probe D8S17
mapped to 8pter-p21.1. In the same way the losses at 16q were mainly

found with the probe D16S7 located to 16q24. At 17p the majority of
losses were detected around the p53 region.

Fig. 2 shows examples of alÃelelosses for each of the five most
affected regions. For every region one marker showing LOH is given
together with an example of another marker on the same chromo
some for which the tumor retained heterozygosity. This illustrates
that the loss affects only part of the chromosome. Table 1 summa
rizes the alÃelelosses for all tumors analyzed. Fifty-two of the 82 tu-

â€¢¿�t'f^o ^T0
66I" IMl i 'i io D *u Ã¨ Ã '̈Ã¨

M 75 64

Fig. 1. Pedigrees of all families showing LOU al any of the loci on 8p. 16q. 17p, I7q, or 19p. Each pedigree is marked with family number and Br or C if the family is a breast
cancer family or a cancer family *. index patient. The age of affected individuals are given below the symbols. Hlack symbols, affected with breast cancer, hatched symbols, affected

with another type of cancer, blank symbol, unaffected.
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LOH IN FAMILIAL BREAST CANCER

Table 2 LOH in familial breast carcinomas

ChromosomalarmIPIM2p2q3p-tp4M5fSq6q7p7qSpSp9p9qlOqlipllq12q13q14q15q16plÃºa16q17pIZpIZa18p18q19p19q21q21q22yXLOH(%)"10121281512n55753334(l14113lÃ¬9Ih12922212IhilU(182231413li'3LOH"4/415/415/426/745/334/330/181/211/214/561/211/311211/270/66/442/181/335/342/236/387/603/341/4718/573/258/509/2918/750/222/267/261/354/292/158/421/29Markersused in thisstudyDlS76/pCMM12.1DlS81/pTHH33D2S6/pX6-18D2S44/pYNH24D3F15S2/RIKD4S95/pBS674E-DFGA/pAFlD5S13/pJ02l4H-BD5S84/cMC5.hlD6S44/pYNZl

32.D6S48/MCOB 12D7S371/pTHH28MET/pmetHD8S17/pYNM3D8S26/CRI-RI91IFNBl/betalFND9S7/pEFD

126.3D10S1/5-1HRAS/pTBB-2,CALCA/pHC36INT2/SS6.D11S2WL7D12S16/pTHH14,D12S18/pTHIZ53RBl/p68RS2.0D14S13/pMU14D15Sll/pIR4-3RHBAl/pSstalpha2D16S7/p79-2-23APRT/Huapl5D17S5/pYNZ22.1DI7Sl/pllF12-I.P17S31/pMCT35.1D

17S509/LB 17. 1.D 17S74/CMM86.D 17S4miH59D18S16/CRI-L261DCC/pBV15-65D19Sll/pl3-l-82D19S22/pEFD4.2D21S112/CR1-L427BCEI/pS2MB/pHM27.B2.9.D22S94/Kll

IPSDXYSIX/pDP34

" For every chromosomal arm (and in a few cases for a specific probe) is stated the percentage of alÃelelosses, the number of alÃelelosses/the number of informative / lumors, and

the markers used.

mors lost heterozygosity for at least one marker. Sixteen tumors
showed LOH at only 1,11 tumors showed LOH at 2, and 13 tumors
showed LOH at 3 chromosomal arms. In tumors with losses on 1, 2,
or 3 chromosomal arms, 16q (13 cases) and 17q (10 cases) were
most frequently affected.

Table 3 shows loss of heterozygosity for the six most frequently
affected regions in tumors from families of different types, x2 tests

were used comparing LOH data from different subgroups of tumors,
but the number of losses in the different groups was too small to give
any significant results. However, two trends were observed. One was
an overrepresentation (\2 = 3.4) of LOH at 17q in breast cancer

families with onset below 50 years and the other was an underrepre-
sentation (x2 = 3.8) of LOH at 16q in the same families compared to

the rest of the families as a group. It was not possible to make any test

regarding diffÃ©renthistolÃ³gica! subgroups since almost all tumors
were ductal (Table 1).

The alÃelelosses were either complete losses of one of the consti
tutional alÃelesor a reduced intensity of one alÃeleconsistent with
normal cell contamination or a chromosomal loss restricted to only a
part of the tumor cells. The majority of tumors with alÃelelosses
showed complete losses. Many of the tumors with more than one loss
showed both complete and partial losses. In these cases, the complete
losses are likely to represent earlier events in tumorigenesis while the
partial loss would reflect a subclone and hence a later event. In cases
with only partial losses this could be explained by the presence of
normal tissue or by a subclone displaying a secondary event. In all 7
cases with LOH at 14q, the losses were partial, while at the same time
there was a complete loss in at least one other chromosome region

Family 15'

T C T

D8S17
Rsal

â€”¿�Family 176

C T C T

lâ€”Family 2060 â€”¿�

C T C T

â€”¿�Family 1121â€”l

C T C T

"r
â€¢¿�H Â»â€¢¿� k

â€¢¿�â€¢M

*f

D8S26
Mspl

D14S13
Rsal

D16S7
Taql

HBA1
Rsal

D17S1
Mspl

D17S5
Rsal

D17S74
Rsal

D17S5
Rsal

â€”¿�Family 3006

C T C T

D19S11
Mspl

D19S22
Taql

Fig. 2. Loss of heterozygosity m tumors from patients representing losses from the five most frequently involved regions (8p. I6q, 17p, 17q. 19p). The autoradiograms show
constitutional (C) and tumor (T) tissue for the probe showing LOH and another probe on the same chromosome showing retention of both alÃeles.The family number is indicated above
each autoradiogram.
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LOH IN FAMILIAL BREAST CANCER

Table 3 LOH specified for different familial breast tumors

No. of tumors with LOH/no. of informative tumors

Breast tumors from families oftypeBreast
cancer families (strict criteria ="Br")Cancer
families (strict criteria ="C")['rcclominantlv

breast cancer; mean age,<50Predominantly

breast cancer; mean age,>50Breast
cancer and other tumors, mean age,<50Breast
cancer and other tumors; mean age,>50Only

one breast cancer age <50, and othertumorsOnly
one breast cancer age >50, and other tumors8p4/101/21/123/112/70/71/20/216q7/292/92/194/185/104/121/53/417p"3/131/34/91/82/52/60/10/017q11/332/128/195/203/102/170/6(1/419p4/100/13/102/41/51/50/20/022q5/170/74/122/100/41/120/11/3

' LOH representing markers in the p53 region.

suggesting that LOH at 14q could be a late event involved in tumor
progression. An example of this is shown in the tumor from family 15
(Fig. 2).

The tumors for which no LOH was detected were shown to contain
the same proportion of neoplastic cells (50-100%) as tumors showing

alÃelelosses, excluding that the absence of alÃelelosses reflect pro
portionally higher degree of normal cell contamination.

DISCUSSION

Loss of heterozygosity was studied in breast carcinomas from cases
with an inherited predisposition for the disease. Five specific regions
(8p, 16q, 17p, 17q, and 19p) showed LOH in more than and one (22q)
in close to 20%. This suggests that these regions may harbor tumor
suppressor genes involved in development of familial breast cancer.
The fact that two of these regions already have been shown to be
involved in the etiology of inherited breast cancer (the p53 gene on
17p and the BRCAl locus on 17q) supports this hypothesis. The
mutational events these losses represent could then reflect unmasking
of an inherited mutation in a disease gene predisposing to tumor
development in some of these families. Alternatively, these losses
could also be a secondary event involved in tumor progression. The
accumulation of mutational events is usually interpreted as a result of
tumor progression (28, 35). Similarly, it has been suggested that some
of the alÃelelosses observed represent a background of random events
(35). Therefore, it is interesting to note that in this study, this back
ground is low. It suggests that LOH occurring in more than 20%
(which in this study occurred only at five regions) target on specific
regions involved in early events in tumorigenesis. Like other similar
allelotyping studies we have aimed to test one marker per chromo
somal arm. Thus, the LOH data observed are restricted to the regions
tested and small regions with LOH could remain undetected. Some
chromosomes were tested with more than two markers because the
markers used were less informative. Chromosome 17 was also tested
with more markers because of two known breast cancer genes. The
high occurrence of LOH (20%) for 8p, 16q, and 19p were detected
with one marker, and at 17p only the markers around p53 frequently
(19% and 33%) showed LOH. Similarly, for 17q where the reported
value 24% was obtained with three markers, 19% was obtained with
the marker CMM86.

In this study there was a tendency that tumors from breast cancer
families with early onset lost heterozygosity on 17q more frequently
than other tumors. That is in agreement with the existence of a tumor
suppressor gene (BRCAl) on 17q as suggested in previous studies (2,
4, 5). Moreover, there was a tendency for tumors from this group to
show less LOH at 16q than other tumors. This difference was in fact
striking when comparing families diagnosed as predominantly breast
cancer and mean age <50 with families containing only one case of
breast cancer age of onset >50 and other cancers (\2 = 4.5). The latter

group of families is the one in which the risk of a single case of breast
cancer being sporadic is highest. The observed difference could there

fore indicate that LOH on 16q is a more common finding in sporadic
breast tumors than in familial ones.

In our subset of breast cancer families, none is a typical breast-

ovarian family and the age of onset is often postmenopausal. More
over, few of them seem to be linked to the BRCAl locus, and the
families possibly representing Li-Fraumeni variants were not found to

have constitutional p53 mutations (4, 36).
Therefore, to a great extent these families probably represent a

group of families where another gene is responsible for the disease.
Since breast cancer genes already have been shown to exist in the

regions on 17p and 17q, it would be interesting to focus on the
remaining three regions in the search for additional breast cancer
genes. This could be done either by linkage analysis in a few big
families not showing linkage to BRCAl and/or by using linkage
analysis in a subset of small breast cancer families most likely not to
be linked to BRCAl.
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